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WOMEN TRIAL ATTORNEYS

A minority among a minority
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“Balancing the Scales”
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https://vimeo.com/214069824



Where do we start? 
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“Those	who	don’t	know	history	are	doomed	to	repeat	it.”	
– Edmund	Burke

“The	past	is	never	where	you	think	you	left	it.”
- Katherine	Anne	Porter	



The history of women in the law
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• 1869 – First Female Lawyer in the U.S. (Arabella Mansfield)

• 1869 – First woman law student (Lemma Barkaloo) 

• 1870 – First woman judge in U.S. (Ester McQuigg Morris)

• 1879 – First Female Lawyer to argue before the SCOTUS 
(Belva Lockwood)



The history of women in the law
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• 1919 – First female tenure-track professor at an accredited law school (Barbara 
Armstrong at UC – Berkeley)

• 1922 – First female elected to a state supreme Court (Florence E. Allen in 
Ohio) 

• 1981 – First female SCOTUS Justice



The history of women AND the law
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• 1964 – Title VII of the Federal Civil Rights Act 

• 1974 – “Sex-Based Discrimination” is published by Kenneth Davidson, 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Herma Hill Kaye as the first law school casebook 
on the topic

• 1978 – Pregnancy Discrimination Act



Where are we now?
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“Society	as	a	whole	benefits	immeasurably	
from	a	climate	in	which	all	persons,	
regardless	of	race	or	gender,	may	have	the	
opportunity	to	earn	respect,	responsibility,	
advance	and	remuneration	based	on	ability.”

– Sandra	Day	O’Connor



MEN

Lead	attorney	at	trial?
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WOMEN

Lead	attorney	at	trial?
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ALL

At	trial,	lead	opposing	attorney	a	
man,	woman?
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ALL	LAWYERS	IN	CIVIL	CASES

Men	68% Women	32%
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LAWYERS	APPEARING	AS	LEAD	COUNSEL

Men	76% Women	24%
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Salary – In General
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- 80 cents on the dollar to men in 2016 in 98% of occupations 
- Underrepresented in higher paying jobs
- Labor economists Francie Blau and Lawrence Kahn 

controlled for:
o Race
o Region
o Unionization status
o Education
o Occupation
o Industry
o Work experience 
o More

- And found that 38% of the wage gap is unexplained



Salary – In Attorneys
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• Men out-earn women in ALL levels of attorney
• Women earn 90-94% of what men in the same 

position earn

• 97% of firms report men as their top earner and 
70% of firms have 1 or 0 women in the top 10 



Salary – In Attorneys
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• Among equity partners, the median man makes 
$46,000 more a year than the median woman

• Among non-equity partners, the median man 
makes about $25,700 more a year than the median 
woman

• For non-partner track attorneys, the median man 
makes $14,450 more a year than the median 
woman

• Among associates, the median male associate 
makes $10,000 more than the median woman
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National	Association	of	Women	Lawyers
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Equity Partners
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50% of law students are women for over a decade

Law firms are recruiting women in proportion

BUT equity partners are NOT reflected in the same numbers

19% in 2017 vs. 15-16% in 2012 and 2007

No “real” change in 10 years?!?



Equity	Partnership
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At the current rate of 
progress,

it will be 2115 before 
women partners make up 

50% of firm leadership
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WOMEN	ARE	

2	X	AS	LIKELY	
TO	REPRESENT	PUBLIC	SECTOR	
CLIENTS	THAN	
PRIVATE	SECTOR	CLIENTS



Maryland State Judiciary
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Baltimore City Circuit Court: 

14/26 Judges are women 

Court of Special Appeals: 

4/14 Judges are women

Court of Appeals: 

4/7 Judges are women 



Federal Judiciary
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Supreme	Court	of	the	United	States:	
3/9	Judges	are	women

Federal	Courts	of	Appeal:	
60/168	active	judges	in	13	federal	courts	of	appeal	are	

women	(36%)

U.S.	District	Courts:	
33%	of	active	US	district	court	judges	are	women	



SO WHAT EXPLAINS IT?
Slow	progress
Stereotypes

Lack	of	Mentors
Clients
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What do women bring to the (trial) table?
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Compassion Collaboration

Multitasking



JURORS
• Women	like	women	more	than	men	like	men
• Women	favor	female	advocate	when	values	
shared

• Women	are	viewed	as	more	ethical
• Witnesses	are	women
• Jurors	have	wives,	mothers,	sisters,	aunts,	
cousins,	daughters
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Challenges
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• Change	is	slow
• Gender	bias	and	inequality
• Stereotyping	
• Life-work	balance	

• Bias	against	women	with	caregiving	responsibilities
• Lack	of	family-friend	workplace	policies	



CHALLENGES	
• 30		trials	in	Maryland	Fed.	Courts,	2016
• Women	are	a	minority	among	a	minority
• Women	are	almost	always	non-lead
• Attrition	rates	among	talented	women
• Non-progressive	workplaces	where	inequality	
occurs
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TRENDING:	#PROGRESS
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“Junior members of legal teams representing clients are invited to argue motions they 
have helped prepare and to question witnesses with whom they have worked. 
Opportunities to train young attorneys in oral advocacy are rare because of the decline 
of trials. Where junior lawyers are familiar with the matter under consideration, 
but have little experience arguing before a court, they should be encouraged to 
speak by the presiding judge and the law firms involved in the case. This court is 
amenable to permitting a number of lawyers to argue for one party if this creates an 
opportunity for a junior lawyer to participate. The ultimate decision of who speaks on 
behalf of the client is for the lawyer in charge of the case, not for the court.”



TRENDING:	#FLEXIBILITY
Telecommuting
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TRENDING:	#FLEXIBILITY
Part-Time	Work	Schedules
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TRENDING: 
#COMMUNITY

#SUPPORT

• Facebook	communities
• Women’s	networks
• Mentors	&	Support	from	Men
• Women’s	conferences
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